N26 introduces Spaces, a new feature that gives users
maximum flexibility to organize their money
Spaces are personalized sub accounts for users to allocate funds
Berlin, August 7, 2018 - N26 today announced the launch of Spaces, a new feature that
provides a fast and easy way to set aside money based on users’ personal preferences and
needs. By enabling users to instantly move funds to their personalized Spaces and back to the
main account, N26 gives customers total flexibility and control over how they organize their
money and keep track of multiple financial goals. This is the next building block in N26’s
efforts to deliver the most flexible banking experience in the world.
For the first time, users will be able to create tailored sub accounts to save or allocate money
for the purchases and experiences that matter most to them — whether it’s a weekly dining and
entertainment budget, or saving up for a dream vacation. Because Spaces are set up as
separate sub accounts, they make it even easier for users to maintain discipline over their daily
spending habits. Users have the flexibility to customize their Spaces by choosing names,
transferring money seamlessly between accounts with a simple drag-and-drop motion, and
opening and closing as needed. They can also set up savings goals for each Space they create,
allowing them to track their progress in reaching different goals.
“With Spaces we give users the freedom to set up their financial world without the limitations of
traditional banking,” comments Valentin Stalf, CEO and founder, N26.
By the end of 2018, customers will have the option to set up spaces that they can share with
others. For example, customers will be able to share a space with friends for a weekend trip or
manage household expenses with their partners. Additionally, budgeting rules and automation
will be introduced later this year. Over the next six months, users will be invited to help define
the future iterations of Spaces to create an even more individualized experience.
Spaces is available immediately to customers in all 17 markets that N26 operates. N26
customers can open two Spaces in addition to their primary account, while Black and Metal
customers can open up to 10 additional Spaces.
For more information about N26, please visit n26.com.
About N26
N26 is The Mobile Bank. N26 has redesigned banking to make it simple, fast and contemporary. Valentin Stalf and
Maximilian Tayenthal founded the company in 2013 and launched the initial product in early 2015. Thanks to its fully
digital business model, N26 operates on a much lower cost base with lean organisational structures, without IT
legacies and without an expensive branch network. N26 passes on these cost benefits to its customers. It also
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partners with the most innovative fintech and traditional financial companies to deliver best-in-class products such
as TransferWise (foreign exchange), Raisin (savings), Clark and Allianz (insurance), auxmoney (credit), and others.
Today N26 is one of the fastest growing banks in Europe and has more than 1 million customers across 17 European
markets and over 380 employees. N26 currently operates in: Austria, Belgium, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Spain, and it
intends to enter the UK and US markets in 2018. N26 has raised more than $215 million from renowned investors
including Allianz X, Tencent Holdings Limited, Li Ka-Shing’s Horizons Ventures, Peter Thiel’s Valar Ventures, members
of the Zalando management board and Earlybird Venture Capital.
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